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Taking a stroll through the
courtyard of Meals Plus, you
cannot miss the tables and
chairs ready for our guests.
Once again, you will find the
welcoming sight of people
enjoying their meals and hot
drinks in peace and serenity,
with here and there a few
kind words being exchanged.
It is humbling to know how
simple an arrangement – that
we have already taken for
granted – can do so much for
some.

Second half of 2022 kicked
off with a month full of
activities and events, and
closing
off
with
more
sombre reflection of our
own experience and of those
in need.

A return to sit-down meals and here’s
how it went…
It was also important
that we got there
gradually, making sure
we are prepared as
much as it was possible.
From all our talks, safety
was unmistakably the
number one issue on
everyone’s mind, and
there was no way
around it but to be
careful, doing things one
step at a time.

For now we are keeping the
takeaway containers, and
setting up tables only in the
courtyard with a lot of space
and open air. As we all
become more comfortable
with the arrangement, and
that the risks of flu and
COVID-19 are brought more
under control, we will
tentatively do more. I for
one look forward to that
better day –and assuredly
there will be a better day–
when all is normal again.

More pluses with each meal
Vaccination Service
Department of Health COVID-19 Vaccination
Team is the easy one. Doctors and nurses, all
medical looking. They came in every Thursday
in July, and we can also expect to see them a
few more times in August. While they are here,
anyone, including us, can go and get
vaccinated, whichever dose you need. No
appointment needed. Personally, I always let
people around me know that this is available,
because it is pretty relaxing to get the vaccine
here without the long queue at some other
places, and there is a whole lot of space to wait.

Personal services
The haircut team comes every 6 weeks – their
last visit was on 25th July, so we can expect
another visit in early September. The
hairdresser usually come in pairs, starting
around 11:00am and finish at 1:00pm.
Appointments are required, in 20 minutes
blocks, and they prefer to just give more
haircuts to new clients, so that a wide group of
people can benefit from the service.
Bra fitting happens in rotations too, the one
this month will be on 25th August. It is a team
of caring ladies who come with all their gifts. To
prepare for them, we are given a registration
list with a questionnaire – having those details
will make the work on the day much easier.
Same deal as with our hairdressers, they want
to spread the love and make sure different
guests can access the opportunity on each
occasion.

The specialists
The specialists work with our guests directly to
make real impact on their lives. Take example,
the Uniting Outreach team – that’s those folks
in their bright magenta/black uniforms. They
are in on most days to help our guests with
housing related queries. Some come in plain
clothing, like representatives from Centrelink
or Energy & Water Ombudsman NSW. There is
a notice board in our coffee shop area with
information for all the services planned, so
please familarise yourself with that if you want
to know more.

"Those who can do, do.
Those who can do more,
Volunteer"

Homelessness Week
The week starting 1st August marked
the beginning of Homelessness Week.
From Monday to Friday, we did
something different each day to
support our guests walking through
our door.
On Thursday, a special memorial
service was carried out for those of our
guests who have passed away in
recent years. It was a moving occasion
where friends and fellow travellers
shared fond memories of those who
have since ascended in essence to an
ecstatic meeting with the friends they
have loved and lost and whom they
shall still love and never lose again.

Training for your consideration
For this month on homelessness
training, check out Ryan Dowd’s page
at https://www.homelesstraining.com/.
He offers an excellent free introduction
session, as well as free trials if you are
keen to pursue more. Definitely sign
up to his newsletter too, which always
has interesting information on how to
handle tough situations when working
with someone enduring homelessness.
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The fundraising team would like to acknowledge the great work of our
volunteers and the valuable contribution that you make to the operations of
our services. We regularly send out newsletters with updates from
Parramatta Mission and also our appeals at certain times of the year.
If you would prefer to be taken off the mailing list for these things please
email fundraising@parramattamission.org.au and let us know.

"Taking in the
moment"

The Quiet
Spot.
A section where our volunteers can share their thoughts and
feelings with everyone. Please send your writings for this
section to chao.zhou@parramattamission.org.au.

Meals Plus is a dynamic place. One moment
it’s peaceful and the next you have three
people trying to talk to you all at once asking
for different things – sometimes in different
languages too! There are days when it feels
like one is just being pulled in every
direction, putting out imaginary fires, and it
just keeps going and going.

For a few guests, entering Meals Plus means
stepping into a different realm, as most soon
remember -sometimes with the help of a little
reminder the need to put on a mask and that it is
ok for them to ask for things – anything they

And in the stillness of the aftermath, one
may wonder: what am I getting out of this?
Could my time be better spent elsewhere, in
skill development or pursuit of personal
enjoyment?

need to feel closer to normality. I think that is a

For me, I find the answers to be a rabbit hole

Of course, it is not all rose-tinted. There may be

leading nowhere, for always there shall be
loftier summits to climb; and try as we
might, time obliterates all our achievements
and dreams. The answers are speculations
and when that is the case, I know I am asking
the wrong sort of questions.
Instead, as of late, I prefer to just take a
moment when I can, and look -really look- at
all that is taking place. I see the guests
waiting in a queue with anticipation and
restlessness mixed in their eyes; or the ones
quietly enjoying a meal or a coffee, lost in
their own world and unencumbered by this
one; or a few more eagerly scanning the hall
for surprise items of the day. Here and
there, smiles or at least hints of a smile
break out when someone recognises a
familiar and friendly face, and the same for
resentment too.

chao.zhou@parramattamission.org.au
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friendly smile.

agitation, desperation, deep disappointment…at
times any mix of impairing substance, and more
expressed verbally or in their body language. But
even in those moments, there is always a sense
of expectation somewhere, which can surely be
found, if only one takes the time to look for it – a
lingering, but unspoken reach for hope. It might
not be during this visit that they find it, but no
matter, perhaps the next time they will.
Every guest comes to us with a story, filled with
all that have happened before they stepped into
Meals Plus. Taking a moment to see, and I know
I'm in someone else’s story. Here within our
humble hallway, their story can take a new turn –
the window comes and goes, and the moment
ever fleeting, too soon gone.
But tomorrow, tomorrow we try again.

Mapping Personality Awareness: Johari Window Test
To get started, just pick 5-6 adjectives from the list below that you think best describe
you. Then you ask your friend to also pick out 5-6 adjectives that best describe you.
Then you compare the choices made.

able

accepting

adaptable

bold

brave

calm

caring

cheerful

clever

complex

confident

dependable

dignified

energetic

extroverted

friendly

giving

happy

helpful

idealistic

independent

ingenious

intelligent

introverted

kind

knowledgeable

logical

loving

mature

modest

nervous

observant

organised

patient

powerful

proud

quiet

reflective

relaxed

religious

responsive

searching

self-assertive self-conscious

sensible

When all is said and done, you will find out:
Your most prevalent attributes, because you and your friends both picked them about you.
What you project externally but do not realise, because your friends picked them about
you, but not yourself.
What you unconsciously identify with, but do not manifest in behaviour, because you
picked them, but your friends did not.
As it is an awareness exercise, there are no right or wrong answers. Hopefully the outcome
will give you something to think about until we meet again.
The Johari Window Test is aimed at testing your own and other people’s awareness of your
personality attributes. It is simple to do, and can yield some surprising insights.

From everyone on the Parramatta
Mission team, we hope you stay
healthy and happy this winter season.
Please accept our sincerest thanks
from us to you, for all that you have
done and are doing, forever grateful.

